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Edifier HECATE G5BT gaming headphones (grey)
Do you value wireless solutions? Choose the Edifier HECATE G5BT gaming headphones and enjoy high comfort and low latency of 45ms.
The 40-millimeter drivers provide high quality sound, and the microphone with ENC improves communication. The G5BTs provide up to
40 hrs of wireless operation, their RGB backlighting is an added bonus.
 
Perfect synchronization of video and sound
The Edifier HECATE G5BT headphones are an excellent choice for fans of dynamic gaming, as the headphones are distinguished by an
extremely low latency of 45 ms. They make use of a high-end PixArt gaming chip for this purpose, which reduces the latency by 25%
compared to ordinary gaming headphones.
 
Hear every detail
The G5BT are equipped with 40-millimeter titanium drivers that deliver dynamic bass and crisp treble. The high-quality sound contributes
to increased immersion during gaming and makes you hear every move and step of  your opponent.  Importantly,  the headphones are
also Hi-Res Audio certified.
 
Efficient communication
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The  Edifier  HECATE  G5BT  have  an  ENC-enabled  microphone,  which  ensures  excellent  quality  of  your  voice  and  effectively  reduces
ambient  noise by up to 90%. Momentarily  not  using the microphone? Its  design means you can tuck it  away when needed and enjoy
even more comfort.
 
RGB backlighting
Want to make your gaming stations more attractive? The Edifier HECATE G5BT gaming headphones are the perfect way to do so. They
have been equipped with RGB backlighting, which perfectly matches the design of the headphones and can be an interesting source of
light during a night gaming session.
 
Long operating time and two ways to connect
Enjoy  Bluetooth  5.0  connectivity  without  worrying  about  sudden  hardware  drainage.  The  headphones  have  an  800  mAh  battery  that
provides up to 40h of operation without backlighting and 17h of operation with backlighting. You can also use the 3.5mm AUX cable and
connect to your laptop, computer or ipad.
 
Functional and comfortable
The headphones have practical buttons that allow you to easily adjust the volume, turn the RGB backlight on or off, or switch between
Game  /  Music  modes.  Also  contributing  to  the  comfort  of  use  are  the  adjustable  headband,  ear  cups  with  shape  memory  foam  and
foldable design for easy storage.
 
Included
Headphones
Charging cable
Audio cable
User manual
Manufacturer
Edifier
Model
G5BT
Color
Grey
Bluetooth version
5.0
Transducer
40 mm
Frequency response
20 Hz - 40 KHz
Bluetooth profiles
A2DP / AVRCP / HFP / HSP
Bluetooth range
Approx. 10 m

Preço:

€ 81.00
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